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We study lassial apaity regions of quantum Gaussian multiple aess hannels (MAC). In
lassial variants of suh hannels, whilst some apaity superadditivity-type eets suh as the
so alled water lling eet may be ahieved, a fundamental lassial additivity law an still be
identied, viz. adding resoures to one sender is never advantageous to other senders in sending
their respetive information to the reeiver. Here, we show that quantum resoures allows violation
of this law, by providing two illustrative shemes of experimentally feasible Gaussian MACs.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Hk, 89.70.Kn
Quantum ommuniation [1℄ allows for some phe-
nomena that are impossible in lassial information
theory. The natural extension of the notion of han-
nel to quantum domain has lead to new lass of ef-
fets, whih an be labeled quantum superadditivities
or quantum ativations. In essene, quantum entan-
glement allows, under ertain onditions, for inrease
in hannel apaities (both quantum and lassial) in
senarios that have no lassial ounterparts, like e.g.
the Buttery eet [2℄. The known examples of quan-
tum superadditivities are the following: (i) superad-
ditivity of the quantum apaity Q [3℄ in multiparty
senario with an additional lassial resoure (two-way
ommuniation) [4℄ whih is related to the superati-
vation of bound entanglement [5℄(see [6℄ for the pro-
totype ativation eet and its extensions [7℄) (ii) ex-
tremal superadditivity i.e.. superativation of Q of
0⊗0 > 0-type, for a fundamental one sender-one re-
eiver onguration [8℄ (iii) superadditivity of lassial
apaity regions for multiple-aess hannels (MAC)
[9℄; with one of the senders transmitting at a higher
rate than is lassially possible, (iv)superadditivity of
private apaity [10℄, whih in partiular an be very
extensive [11℄. Other striking alternatives of possible
ativations have been also provided [12℄.
All the above eets have been disovered in nite
dimensional systems. In this Letter we report on a
rst purely quantum superadditivity eet for ontin-
uous variable (CV) MAC hannels, transmitting las-
sial information (see e.g. Ref. [13℄ for an overview of
quantum information with CV).
We fous on 2-to-1 hannels, i.e. two senders
transmitting to one reeiver. Sine we will be work-
ing with quantum Gaussian MAC hannels (see e.g.
Ref. [14℄ and [15℄), we rst briey disuss lassial
Gaussian hannels [16℄: A hannel is modeled by
adding Gaussian noise with variane N to the in-
put data X with average power 〈X2〉 ≤ P (required
for any CV hannel to prevent unphysial diverging
rates). The maximal mutual input-output informa-
tion then reads [16℄ max〈X2〉≤P I(X : Y ) = C(P/N)
(C(x) ≡ 1/2 log(1 + x)). In the ase of a lassial 2-
to-1 hannel Φ with input variables Xi onstrained by
Pi (i = 1, 2), the apaity region i.e. (losure of) the
region of ahievable transmission rates Ri, reads [16℄:
R1 ≤ max
〈X2
1
〉≤P1
I(X1 : Y ) = C(P1/N) (1)
R2 ≤ max
〈X2
2
〉≤P2
I(X2 : Y ) = C(P2/N) (2)
R1 +R2 ≤ max
〈(X1+X2)2〉≤P1+P2
I(X1X2 : Y )
= C
(
(P1 + P2)/N
)
. (3)
Here I(X : Y ) = H(X)+H(Y )−H(XY ) is the mutual
information (H stands for Shannon entropy).
Formulas (1-3) imply the following rule: maximal
loal rates depend only on loal power onstraints.
This is a fundamental property of lassial CV han-
nels, whih is weaker than the additivity of disrete
ones [9℄, sine here the apaity regions may be non-
additive due to the so alled water lling eet [16℄
for inputs with a ommon power onstraint. Still, the
above rule learly denes what is lassially forbidden
(in both disrete and CV ase): adding resoures (a
hannel or energy) to one sender never helps another
sender to beat his maximal ahievable rate.
However, for quantum hannels the above rule no
longer holds. In the framework of lassial informa-
tion transmission over a quantum hannel [17, 18℄, we
show that adding a resourea 1-to-1 hannel, to one
sender an nonloally help beat the other senders
maximal lassial transmission rate. The eet is a
CV ounterpart of that of Ref. [9℄. It must be stressed
that here, we do not disprove the bound on the total
lassial apaity Eq. (3), whih is related to the most
diult formulation of the additivity problem for las-
sial apaities of quantum hannels (see e.g. Ref. [19℄
and remarkable reent progress reported in Ref. [20℄).
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FIG. 1: Gaussian hannels allowing violation of lassial
bounds on individual transmission rates: a) beam splitter
hannel; b) triple QND sum gate hannel.
In both presented shemes, we onsider a pair of
hannels used in parallel to ommuniate to a ommon
reeiver: a 2-to-1 MAC hannel Φ and a 1-to-1 hannel
Ψ whih we shall hoose to be the identity.
In the rst example (Fig. 1a), the basi han-
nel Φ : A1A2 → B is a phasefree beam splitter
with transmitivity τ = cos2 θ and one of its out-
put modes inaessible to the reeiver: Φ(̺1 ⊗ ̺2) =
tr1
(
UBS̺1 ⊗ ̺2U †BS
)
, where UBS = exp[iθ(a
†
1a2 +
a1a
†
2)]. The lassial messages α, whih we assume to
be omplex numbers, are enoded into oherent states
|α〉. The rst (seond) sender aesses the MAC han-
nel via line A1(A2) while the seond sender has lone
aess to the 1-to-1 hannel.
Consider the following protool: the upper sender
sends a strong oherent state |α〉 (f. [13, 21℄) on
line A1, while the lower sender only sends a two-mode
squeezed state
|ψr〉 = exp
[
r(a†2a
′† − a2a′)
]
|00〉 (4)
on the lines A2A
′
, ontaining no information. The
message α is then deoded through homodyne dete-
tion (see Fig. 1a). As shown in Ref. [22℄, as θ → 0,
|α| → ∞, |α| sin θ = const, the ation of Φ eets
a displaement on the line A2: Φ(|α〉〈α| ⊗ ̺2) →
D(α sin θ)̺2D(α sin θ)
†
. This displaement then mod-
ulates half of the entangled state present at the lower
lines. This, ombined with the homodyne deoding,
asymptotially reprodues the CV dense oding pro-
tool [23℄, whih is the rux of our method.
Following the standard approah [13, 21℄, we as-
sume Gaussian probability distribution for α's:
p0(α) =
1
πσ2
e
− |α|
2
σ
2 . (5)
Sine one ultimately maximizes Eqs. (1-3) over p0,
the enoding and the deoding, to show superadditiv-
ity it is enough to onsider only a partiular sheme,
breaking (properly regularized) bound (1) [24℄. Using
Gaussian harater of the hannel and the input, we
alulate the mutual information of A1 and BB
′
:
I(A1 : BB
′|A2A′ = ψr) = log
[
1+
σ2 sin2 θ
(hr − cos θshr)2
]
.
(6)
As expeted, in the limit θ → 0, σ → ∞, σ sin θ =
const it reprodues the mutual information of the
dense oding protool [23℄: I → log(1 + e2rσ2 sin2 θ),
with the dispersion σ2 multiplied by the reetivity of
the beam splitter sin2 θ [25℄.
We maximize Eq. (6) under the following power on-
straints P :
{upper sender av. # photons} = σ2 ≤ N1, (7)
{lower sender av. # photons} = 2sh2r ≤ 2N2.(8)
Sine all the unonstrained maxima of I of Eq. (6) are
loated at a urve:
cos θ = th r, (9)
taking into aount onstraint (8) leads to two ases:
cos2 θ ≤ N2/(N2 + 1) and cos2 θ > N2/(N2 + 1). We
will study only the rst ase here. Then the on-
strained maximum of I is attained at (9) and σ2 = N1,
and reads [26℄:
Ientmax = log (1 +N1) . (10)
Note that, due to Eq. (9), Ientmax does not depend on
N2 or θ expliitly. In fat, Eq. (9) onnets the sig-
nal parameter (squeezing r) with the devie param-
eter (transmitivity cos2 θ). Furthermore, one might
expet Ientmax to sale like the dense oding apaity,
I ∼ logN2, while from Eq.(10) it sales only like
logN , i.e. just as for the standard Fok-state, o-
herent state, and squeezed-state enodings [21℄. This
apparently linear regime is due to the fat that the
hannel is highly lossy (most of A1's energy is lost;
see Fig.1a), while the quoted shemes assume loss-less
transmission.
To show superadditivity, it is enough to prove that
under the same onstraints (7-8), the single-shot quan-
tity Ientmax of Eq. (10) surpasses the regularized [27℄
quantity maxP I(A1 : B|A2), whih we all Iprodmax .
This stems from the fat that regularization an only
inrease the apaity region, due to entanglement be-
tween the opies. We rst employ a hain of rather
rough bounds on the related mutual information:
I(A1 : B|A2) ≤ I(A1A2 : B) ≤ C(Φ), where C(Φ)
is the single-shot lassial apaity of Φ. By the fa-
mous Holevo theorem [18℄, C(Φ) is in turn bounded
by the maximum output entropy (S(̺) stands for the
von Neumann entropy of ̺):
C(Φ) ≤ max̺S
(
Φ(̺)
)
= g(Nout)
≡ −Nout logNout + (1 +Nout) log(1 +Nout)(11)
3whih for given average output photon number Nout is
attained for the orresponding thermal number state,
whose entropy is g(Nout). The photon number Nout
an be easily bounded, sine we allow only produt
inputs subjet to (7-8):
Nout ≤ Nmax(θ) ≡
(√
N1 sin θ +
√
2N2 cos θ
)2
(12)
(the lower sender an pump all of his available energy,
2N2, into A2).
Next, we onsider n-opies of Φ and show that
the bound (11-12) is additive. Power onstraints
(7-8) in this ase read, P⊗n : ∑nk=1N (k)1 =
nN1,
∑n
k=1N
(k)
2 = nN2, where N
(k)
i is the aver-
age photon number at the i-th input of the k-th
opy. Using the same result of Ref. [28℄ as above,
we obtain maxψ S(Φ
⊗n) = S(̺G(Nout(Φ
⊗n)) ≤∑
k S(̺
(k)
G (N
(k)
out)); ̺G is some n-mode Gaussian state
with a total of Nout(Φ
⊗n) photons, ̺
(k)
G is its k-
th opy redution with N
(k)
out photons. In the last
step we used subadditivity of the von Neumann en-
tropy. Using Eq. (12) for eah output, we obtain
N
(k)
out ≤ N (k)max(θ) =
(√
N
(k)
1 sin θ +
√
2N
(k)
2 cos θ
)2
.
We further take the maximum over all possible parti-
tions of the input energy. Maximum of
∑
kN
(k)
max(θ)
under P⊗n is easily alulated, noting that for a length
of a sum of two vetors is maximal when they are par-
allel. This orresponds to the equal partition of the
input energy: N
(k)
1 = N1, N
(k)
2 = N2 for all k, so
that
∑
kN
(k)
max(θ) = nNmax(θ), whih nally leads to
(1/n)maxψ S(Φ
⊗n) ≤ g(Nmax(θ)).
In order to identify superadditivity, we rst analyze
the harateristis of the onsidered hannel in the
regime where quantum eets are most prominent, i.e.
when the operation of the setup is losest to the dense
oding protool. Assuming thus the largest transmi-
tivity allowed (see also [29℄)
cos2 θ =
N2
N2 + 1
(13)
leads to the desired upper bound (Eq.(11)):
Iprodmax ≤ g(Nmax), (14)
with Nmax =
(√
N1 +
√
2N2
)2
/(N2+1). In what fol-
lows, for omparison with the entanglement assisted
apaity (10), we onsider the worst ase senario for
our sheme i.e., equality in Eq.(14). The "apaity
enhanement parameter" Ientmax/Iprodmax attains its max-
imum value under the ondition
√
N1 =
√
2(N2 + 2)
(leading to Nmax = 8(N2 + 1). The maximum value
of this parameter is therefore given by (see Eqs.(10)
and (11)) log
(
1 + 2(N2 + 2)
2
)
/g(8(N2 + 1)). In par-
tiular, the enhanement over produt state apaity
approahes 2 as N2 → ∞, learly proving quantum
superadditivity in this sheme.
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FIG. 2: Ratios of the lassial apaities of entanglement
assisted hannels and regularized apaities of the same
hannels with produt inputs as funtions of the power
onstraints for a) beam-splitter hannel of Fig. 1a; b) the
ut for N1 = 1000; and ) triple QND sum gate hannel
of Fig.1b; d) the ut for N = 100.
More generally, superadditivity ours for appro-
priately large powers of the inputs of both senders
(Fig.2a). For example, Fig. 2b shows the apaity
enhanement for the average oherent input power
N1 = 1000. Note that eah point in the gure is in fat
a distint physial hanneldierent N2's orrespond
via Eq. (13) to dierent beam splitters. Superaddi-
tivity appears for N2 ≥ 2.3105 whih orresponds to
a squeezing r ≥ 10.47 dB of the lower sender's signal
state.
Our seond example (Fig. 1b) onsists of the Gaus-
sian MAC hannel Φ : A1A2A3 → B dened by
Φ(̺12 ⊗ ̺3) = tr12
(
U̺12 ⊗ ̺3U †
)
, where
U = exp [−i(xˆ1pˆ3 − pˆ2xˆ3)] . (15)
This unitary is generated by two quantum nondemoli-
tion (QND) type interations and an be deomposed
into three QND sum gates [30℄ between modes 1, 2, 3.
The upper sender holds both lines A1 and A2, while
the lower one holds lines A3 and A
′
of hannel Ψ.
The transmission protool is the following. The
upper sender enodes a message α = αR + ßαI
into the displaed state: |ψin〉A1A2 = D(αR, 0)|R〉 ⊗
D(0, αI)| − R〉, where | ± R〉 are one mode squeezed
vauum states with squeezing parameters ±R. For
large squeezing R → ∞, the ation of Φ again ap-
proahes the displaement D(α). Just as before, we
assume that: i) the lower sender always sends a two
mode squeezed state ψr, f. Eq. (4), on the lines A3A
′
;
ii) the input probability p0(α) is given by Eq. (5); iii)
the deoding is done through homodyne detetion on
the output lines BB′ (see Fig. 1).
The mutual information between the upper sender
4A1A2 and the reeiver BB
′
then reads:
I(A1A2 : BB
′|A3A′ = ψr) = log
[
1 +
σ2
e−2r + (e−2R/2)
]
(16)
As expeted, in the limit R → ∞ we again reover
the CV dense oding apaity [23℄. We apply similar
photon number onstraints P as before in Eqs. (7-8):
{upper sender av. # photons}
= σ2 + 2sh2R ≤ N, (17)
{lower sender av. # photons}
= 2sh2r ≤ 2N ′. (18)
The onstrained maximum of I of Eq. (16) is
ahieved when the inequalities (17-18) are saturated:
sh
2r = N ′ and σ2 = N − 2sh2R, the latter leading
through maximization of Eq. (16) to 2e2R = −e2r +√
e4r + 4e2r(N + 1) + 4. Substituting the above val-
ues bak into Eq. (16) yields the desired maximum
ahievable one-shot rate Ientmax.
Using the same argument as in the previous sheme,
we ompare Ientmax with the lassial apaity of Φ,
whih is bounded by Eq. (14) now with
Nmax =
(√
2N ′ +
1
2
+
√
N + 1
)2
− 1
2
. (19)
The above bound follows diretly from the input-
output relations for the MAC hannel (15), on-
straints (17-18) for produt inputs in the ut A1A2|A3.
The regularization proedure follows exatly as in the
beam splitter hannel ase, yielding additivity of the
above bound. Regions of superadditivity are manifest
in the plot of Ientmax/Iprodmax in Fig. 2. Fig. 2d shows the
ut for N = 100, f. Eq. (17). Quantum superadditiv-
ity ours for power N ′ ≥ 0.63 orresponding to 6.33
dB of two-mode squeezing while the upper sender uses
4.21 photons in eah line requiring one-mode squeez-
ing of 12.73 dB. In the end of the range i.e. N ′ = 6
(noise redution 14.15 dB) the upper sender uses at
most 9.45 photons per line requiring 16.02 dB.
We have thus shown apaity superadditivity in
Gaussian MAC hannels, that has no lassial ana-
log. Finally, we omment on perspetives for imple-
mentation of proof-of-priniple experiments of these
eets. The rst sheme onsists of an extremely ba-
si linear optis setup, while a QND sum gate has
also been implemented [31℄. The main obstale for
observation of superadditivity eets is the amount
of squeezing required. However, reently tehniques
yielding squeezing of up to 10 dB have been reported
with 15 dB being laimed to be attainable in the near
future [32℄. Suh parameters would be suient for
superadditivity as shown in this paper.
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